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My son Jason will celebrate his seventh birthday this month, it will probably 
go something like this...

ben 10 or bumblebee will adorn the cake and napkins and bioncles and 
bakugan will be among the presents. on the way to the party he may watch 
the video in the back of the cab but will hit the off button if it dwells too long 
on Fashion Week or any other “girly” subject. before dinner he will spend his 
daily ration of computer time (20 minutes) watching “Peep and the big Wide 
World”, building Spores, or playing lego batman. if there is time after dinner 
he may ask to watch some of Attenborough’s “Planet earth” or “Paddington 
bear” on DVD. And bedtime will be preceded by half an hour of book time, 
usually with Asterix or tintin.

the volume of options in Jason’s media diet may alarm some parents and 
child psychologists: “His attention span must be terribly short . All those kids’ 
shows are so mindless.” 

Here’s the thing: Jason is not even close to overwhelmed. in fact, he chooses 
his entertainment from the media spectrum with unassuming confidence, he 
slips witty and well-timed quotes from the Flintstones, Winnie the Pooh and 
Ninja turtles into conversation, and often turns what he calls “the screens” 
off on his own and returns to playing with his toys or reading.

Jason and his friends can relax through an 80-minute Pixar film and half 
hour episodes of “Avatar: the last Airbender” without even going for a pee. 
And they absorb, recall and expand upon the complex (some would say 
impenetrable) mythologies and innumerable characters of franchises like 
lego’s bionicles and bakugan.

this, to me, reveals two things that fly in the face of common wisdom: that 
content for younger audiences must be (a) short and (b) nutrition free.

Jason is a snapshot of your future audience. Please don’t disappoint him.

 
Stephen Price 
editor 
New York, March, 2010 
sp@stashmedia.tv



google “PAriSiAN loVe 
StorY” 
tVC :60

Agency: 
google CreAtiVe lAb

Director: 
AAroN DuFFY

Production: 
1StAVeMACHiNe

Animation: 
1StAVeMACHiNe 
www.1stavemachine.com

aaron duffy and the 1stave crew 
spin a long distance love story 
using nothing but tight editing, wit, 
and the Google interface.

“the guys at Google creative 
Lab gave us a brief about finding 
love in paris and visualizing that 
story through the Google search 
function. the original brief involved 
the possibility of incorporating 
more objects and images, but 
in the end, we found that the 
interface by itself told the story in a 
profound way. 

“the biggest challenge was 
figuring out how to tell a story that 
people feel a connection to with 
straight typography and Google 
queries. We thought a lot about 
how to pull as much out of our 
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“SoutHerN CoMFort 
ANiMAtioN Cut”
tVC :48

Agency:
ArNolD

Director:
JAMeS WigNAll

Production:
SHerbet

Animation:
JAMeS WigNAll 
www.mutanthands.com 

London-based director James 
Wignall: “the brief was really open, 
they really just wanted something 
that encapsulates the feel of new 
Orleans: the people, culture, 
history and religion (especially 
voodoo).

“We had a month to design, render 
and animate 15 illustrations. it 
averaged out to only two days per 
illustration – including animation 
(there were a lot of long nights 
spent on this project).

“the tricky part was getting the 
client to sign off on the rough 
illustration, as we couldn’t start 
animating until that was done. 
thankfully they were quick at 
getting back to us, but it could of 
been a real bottleneck.”
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For Sherbet 
director/designer/animator: James 
Wignall 
asst animator: tom Senior 
producer: Sarah essam 
animation cut audio: david Kamp

toolkit 
photoshop, illustrator, after effects

cultural understanding of this thing 
(Google) in our lives that we use 
every day and how to infuse it with 
emotion and narrative.” 

created in five weeks, “parisian 
Love Story” was broadcast during 
the 2010 Superbowl. 

For 1stAveMachine 
director: aaron duffy 
eps: Serge patzak, Sam penfield 
producers: John Burger,  
crystal campbell 
head of creative development: 
claire Mitchell 
concept art: carlos ancalmo 
after effects: Joon park,  
John Stanch, John Loughlin,  
Will decker, anthony Serriano, 
Weito chow

For Analogue Muse 
composer: Jeremy turner 
Sound designers: Geoff Strasser, 
nick cipriano

For Muse Mix 
Mixer: nick cipriano

toolkit 
adobe creative Suite, iShowU



bbC WiNter olYMPiCS
broadcast design :40

Agencies:
reD bee MeDiA 
rKCr/Y&r

Director:
MArC CrASte

Animation:
StuDio AKA 
www.studioaka.co.uk 

BaFta-winning director Marc 
craste, along with co-designer 
Jon Klassen re-work the origin of 
the Winter Olympics into a stylized 
tale of an inuit hero. according 
to craste, “the most important 
challenge of all was to create 
believable sporting action in 
animation, good enough to satisfy 
clients used to dealing with live-
action sports footage. in addition, 
maintaining a sense of scale in 
the environments while using 
predominantly high contrast black 
and white. 

“We wanted to preserve the 
graphic novel quality of the 
imagery, and so where possible, 
avoided using any depth of field 
and instead focused on the 
composition of each shot, making 
sure the limited tonal palette didn’t 
result in a diminished sense of 
scale.” Schedule: 14 weeks. 
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Client: 
CoSAN CoMbuStíVeiS e 
lubriFiCANteS S.A.

Agency: 
leW´lArA tbWA

Director: 
roDrigo leWKoWiCz

Production:  
ProDutorA ASSoCiADoS

Animation/VFX:  
CASAblANCA 
www.cbsp.com.br

Brazilian post company 
casablanca helps relaunch the 
eSSO brand in South america with 
this deceptively simple idea which 
started with a two-day shoot at 
nine locations across Montevideo, 
Uruguay.

Bruno costa, post coordinator 
at casablanca: “For the cars, we 
filmed them driving normally then 
we photographed the wheels of 
each car so we could project them 
onto 3d wheels and composite 
them. We chose to do the moving 
asphalt in inferno with pictures of 
the texture, which were applied 
with the tool extended Bicubic and 
brought to life with Front Source. 

eSSo “eNgiNeS” 
tVC :60
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For Studio AKA 
director: Marc craste
producer: Sharon titmarsh
co-designer: Jon Klassen
animators: Lucas Vigroux,  
Max Stoehr, Florian Mounie,  
norm Konyu 
pre-vis: anna Kubik, Max Stoehr
3d team: Will eagar, daniel 
Garnerone, adam avery,  
James Gaillard, rob chapman, 
cristobal infante, Fabrice altman 
editor: nic Gill
pa: Janine Murphy

toolkit
after effects, photoshop, 
Softimage, avid

“We used a cube of about 50x50 
cm to reference the asphalt in 
pFtrack.

“For the engine under the asphalt, 
we created a detailed concept 
illustration, so the movements 
followed physically plausible 
mechanisms. the post production 
team included five people, two for 
rotoscoping and three for 3d.”

For lew´lara\tbWA 
ad: pedro rosa 
copy: roberto Kilciauskas 
cds: Jaques Lewkowicz, andré 
Laurentino, Felipe Luchi and Victor 
Sant´anna 
tVcr: Katia Bontempo Leal, dani 
toda and cristiane Leopacci

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

For Produtora Associados 
director: rodrigo Lewkowicz 
dop: Fernando Oliveira 
editor: daniel Bontempo     

For A9 
Sound designer: apollo 9

toolkit 
Maya, combustion, pFtrack, 
inferno, Smoke, photoshop



toolkit 
Maya, nuke, after effects 

For  DraftFCb
ad: Gregg Foster
copy: Jeff White
Sr producer: Mark tobin
cds: tony Vazquez, colin Mcrae
hop: dan Watson

For zoic Studios
cd: chris Jones
ep: aaron Sternlicht
producer: neil ingram
pM: Stephen chiu
cG super: andy Wilkoff
editor: paul Kumpata
Storyboards: Yori Mochizuki
ripomatic/storyboard: Levi ahmu, 
dylan ekren
Model/texture: adrian Gray, Shun 
imaizumi, dylan ekren, dustin 
Mellum, Maxx Burman, Joel Kittle, 
chris Strauss
rigging: Scott rosekrans,  
Karl Fornander
preViz: Kelvin Lee, dustin adair, 
Jeff Benoit
animation: Kelvin Lee, dustin adair
Lighting: andy Wilkoff, adrian 
Gray, chris Strauss, dave Funston
particles/FX: Jason Mortimer,  
Jeff Benoit
Matte painting: Syd dutton, 
charles Bunnag
compositing: Jason Zimmerman, 
colin Feist, Zach Zaubi, Levi ahmu
Mocap: VicOn house of Moves

toolkit
Maya, mental ray, after effects, 
nuke, Flame
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Client:
DrAFtFCb / eA

Agency:
DrAFtFCb

Director:
zoiC StuDioS

Animation:
zoiC StuDioS 
www.zoicstudios.com 

draftFcB and Zoic Studios join 
forces to create this adrenaline 
stoked cG spot involving two 
mercenaries and plenty of heavy 
crossfire for ea’s third-person 
shooter army of two. Zoic crafted 
a war-torn Shanghai including fully 
modeled environments, destroyed 
vehicles and characters developed 
by up-rezing and refining the 
in-game assets, textures and 
geometry. 

created within Zoic’s proprietary 
64-bit pipeline, production 
was carried out in Maya using 
its mental ray renderer with 
compositing completed in after 
effects, nuke, and Flame. Motion 
capture animation was done at 
house of Moves. Schedule: eight 
weeks.

ArMY oF tWo: tHe 40tH DAY 
“Strobe”
tVC :30

Client: 
SegA / PlAtiNuMgAMeS iNC. 

Director: 
AleXei tYleViCH

Animation/VFX: 
logAN 
www.logan.tv 

alexei tylevich and his Logan 
crew fuse pristine cG and kinetic 
live action for this first look at the 
highly-anticipated “Vanquish” 
game from platinumGames inc. 
and SeGa.

For Platinumgames inc.  
Game director: Shinji Mikami 
Game producer: atsushi inaba

For logan 
Writer/director: alexei tylevich 
ep: Kevin Shapiro 
producer: Frederic Liebert 
Line producer: Michael angelos 
cinematographer: roman Jakobi 
editor: Volkert Besseling 
production designer: dani tull 
costume designer: paul Wendling 
composer: Michael Kadelbach 
VFX supers: Stephan Kosinski, 
Vincent Wauters, Benoit Vincent 
Lead compositor: Brandon 
Sanders

VANQuiSH 
game trailer 1:21
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“NolAN’S CHeDDAr”
Short film 1:28

Director:
JoHN NolAN

Animatronics:
JoHN NolAN 
www.johnnolanfilms.com 

after building an impressive cV 
of animatronics work on features 
including the harry potter films, 
Hellboy 2, Where The Wild Things 
Are and Clash Of The Titans, John 
nolan began to “shift his focus 
towards directing.” 

“the mouse was sculpted two 
times bigger than the real mouse 
by ex-Jim henson’s creature 
Shop sculptor chris Fitzgerald. 
From this i produced a soft 
silicone skin and basic fiberglass 
skeleton. Using radio-controlled 
motors and machined aluminum 
components. i animated the 
fiberglass at the pivot points of the 
anatomy. When i was happy with 
the movement i glued the soft skin 
over the skeleton. i used creature 
FX painter and hair specialist 
Becky cain for the finishing; each 
individual hair was painstakingly 
punched in using a single needle.

“the set was built at home in my 
kitchen. i made it from old wooden 
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pallets that i sanded and a steel 
frame found in a skip. i borrowed a 
few flat lights and some redheads 
and shot the film on a Sony Z1 
high definition camera with a 
redrock lens adapter; this allowed 
me to use the nikon lenses i had to 
achieve a cinematic depth of field.

“it took me months to source the 
right live mouse. i eventually found 
‘Sniffles’ through a mouse club 
in Bedfordshire. i disabled the 
mousetrap and put the ‘nolan’s 
cheddar’ on it with a few other 

treats blind side of the camera to 
entice her. i had to stabilize many 
shots of Sniffles because i was 
laughing so much i kept moving 
the camera.

“i edited and graded on my laptop 
using Final cut pro. i cut the audio 
tracks with ableton Live and 
placed them into Final cut. Nolan’s 
Cheddar was shot over two nights, 
one for the live mouse and the 
other for the animatronic. the 
animatronic was built over a three 
week period.”

director: John nolan
production design, lighting, 
animatronics, edit: John nolan
camera: Sam huntley
Sculptor: chris Fitzgerald
Silicone specialist: alex Wathey
paint/hair specialist: Becky cain
Wink animation: John c hedley
puppeteers: tom Blake,  
Sam huntley

toolkit
after effects, Final cut pro

“SPeC oPS”
game trailer 1:35

Client:
tAKe 2

Developer:
YAger

Director:
MArCo brAMbillA

Production 
troNiC

Animation:
troNiC 
www.tronicstudio.com 

director Marco Brambilla teams 
with new York’s tronic to bury 
dubai in chaos and mayhem in this 
long-awaited promotional trailer for 
take 2’s “Spec Ops” third person 
shooter which also served as the 
prototype for the game’s visual 
aesthetic.

tronic co-director Jessi Seppi: 
“We built a huge database of visual 
assets: From extensive ZBrush 
work for the characters, to hard 
and soft body dynamics in many of 
the scenes, to advanced particle 
systems in Krakatoa and FumeFX 
for the sandstorm and explosions. 
We also employed fracturing and 
custom scripting tools to control 
breaking glass and sync it with 
gunfire, the wind and sand.”
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For 2K games
cd: Greg Gobbi

For the ebeling group
director/writer/editor:  
Marco Brambilla

For tronic: 
directors: Vivian rosenthal,  
Jessi Seppi
Music: Bjork
Sound design/mix: Q department

toolkit
3ds Max, Final render, Final 
Shaders, FumeFX, after Burn, 
Krakatoa, ZBrush, Vu extreme



Set construction: James peterson, 
Mcpherson downs, colin Graham, 
Simon chan, tim casebolt, Joe 
Mullen, christina newman, Jeremy 
Sahlman, chad colby, rose 
collins, Kitty dillard, Victoria Grant, 
erin Lindsey, Yker Moreno, Gareth 
O’Brien, 
chris phillips, ann Seymour
Stop motion: chad colby, Joe 
Mullen, Jeremy Sahlman, Simon 
chan, tim casebolt, Sarah 
Kotoles, ryan honey, chad colby, 

Kitty dillard, Gareth O’Brien, 
pete Mcdonald, daniel Oeffinger, 
conrad Ostwald 
editor: aristides Zamora  
pa: Billy Mack

Original Music: John Forte

toolkit
after effects, dragon Stop Motion, 
Maya, illustrator, photoshop, 
cinema 4d

For Sundance institute
cds: robert redford, Jan Fleming, 
Josh rogers
producer: Steve celniker
Liasons: Jessica Buzzard,  
robert dick

For Martell Sound
Sound mixing: eric Martell

Laboratory services/on-line/film 
finishing: FotoKem

For buck
cds: ryan honey, Orion tait
eps: Maurie enochson,  
Kate treacy
producers: eric Badros,  
alex thiesen, Kitty dillard
ads: Yker Moreno, Gareth O’Brien
Lead creatives: Jeremy Sahlman, 
Joe Mullen, Jon Gorman
design: Joe Mullen, Yker Moreno, 
Gareth O’Brien, pete Mcdonald, 
daniel Oeffinger

animation: Gareth O’Brien,  
chris phillips, daniel Oeffinger, 
conrad Ostwald
compositing: Moses Journey, Joe 
Mullen, chris phillips,  
Gareth O’Brien, Yker Moreno, 
chad colby, Jon Gorman,  
Matt LaVoy, Markus Gustafsson
3d: Jon Gorman, Sarah Bocket, 
Markus Gustafsson
cG super: Morris May
construction consultant:  
Merritt productions

“groW uNDergrouND”, 
“CoMe togetHer”, “begiN 
AgAiN”, “tell Your oWN 
StorY”
Short films x 4
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Client:
SuNDANCe iNStitute

Director:
buCK

Animation/VFX:
buCK 
www.buck.tv 

Buck cds Orion tait and ryan 
honey: “there were 186 films, 
documentaries and shorts 
featured at Sundance this year, 
and one of our shorts preceded 
every screening. therefore, the 
challenge was to create something 
that felt fresh and innovative so it 
could be enjoyed through multiple 
viewings, and would connect to 
the message of getting back to the 
core values of the Festival.

“each promo had its own technical 
challenges. there were many 
techniques that we had never 
attempted before and there was 
a lot of trail and error. the two 
trickiest were Grow Underground 
and Come Together as we had 
never animated with fiber optics 
or wood before. Schedule: two 
months. 



teletooN “etuCéKoi tV 
JiNgleS”
broadcast design x 10
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Agency:
CHezeDDY

Director:
FrAggleboo

Animation:
CHezeDDY 
www.chezeddy.com

Jean-François Bourrel, producer 
at chezeddy in paris: “two years 
ago we imagined and designed a 
cG animated tV series ‘etucekoi’ 
(‘Guess What’) for French tV 
channel teletoon. Gradually these 
characters have become the 
mascot of the channel.

“in these jingles our little 
characters have fun imitating the 

main characters of some animated 
series broadcast on teletoon – but 
the situations and gags had to be 
fun, without attacking the other 
heroes.” Schedule: one month (for 
10 clips).

For Chezeddy
director: Fraggleboo
artistic director: Jérôme calvet
Writers: alban Vandekerkove, 

nicolas hu, Jérôme calvet,  
Jean-François Bourrel
Modeling: Olivier Guedj
animation: Wassim Boutaleb, 
Julien Jallet
rendering/compositing:  
Vincent hochet, romain Faure

toolkit
Maya, Fusion

Agency:
tHree DruNK MoNKeYS 

Director:
SeAN PeCKNolD 

Production:
grANDCHilDreN

Animation/VFX:
grANDCHilDreN 
www.bygrandchildren.com 

the unlikely combination of 
visuals from Seattle director Sean 
pecknold and the voice of British 
actor richard e. Grant create 
a whimsical journey through 
vicariously linked truths on the way 
to rebranding the BBc Knowledge 
channel.

Sean pecknold: “the client wanted 
a 60-second animation to support 
their new positioning line ‘a Little 
Knowledge Goes a Long Way.’   

“it was definitely a challenge 
having to animate all the shots 
in a little less than a month.  But 
it forced us to be smart about 
what materials we used and how 
we approached each set-up. We 
had to use rigging for many of 
the shots, so there was a lot of 
rotoscoping to be done.  

bbC KNoWleDge  
“eAt uP brAiN” 
tVC :60
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“We also had to solve some flicker 
issues that were caused by a faulty 
bulb. By the way, the snail’s name 
was Snaily and he was really great 
to work with, he slept the whole 
time.”

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

toolkit
dragon, after effects, Final cut, 
photoshop, Q-color

For three Drunk Monkeys  
ex cd: Justin drape, Scott nowell 
cd: noah regan
copy: damian Fitzgerald  
ad: Matt heck  
producers: John ruggiero,  
thea carone 
content director: dan Beaumont 
content manager: Brad Firth 

director: Sean pecknold  
producer: aaron Ball 
narrator: richard e. Grant

 
 
 

For grandchildren  
animators: Britta Johnson,  
Sean pecknold 
Sets/creatures: Matt Lifson,  
Britta Johnson, Sean pecknold
rotoscoping: Stefan Moore 
painter: Matt Lifson 
effects dp: Michael ragen 
editorial/compositing: 
Grandchildren 
colorist: Sam atkinson, Lightpress 
Sound design/mix:  
Justin Braegelmann  



loS PreMioS 3009
tVC :60
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Client:
MtV

Director:
toMAS gArCiA

Animation:
PePPerMeloN 
www.peppermelon.tv 

Buenos aires creative force 
peppermelon catapult the 2009 
Latin american MtV awards deep 
into the future with this hyper-
detailed teaser spot.

“the main idea here was to 
envision Los angeles, Buenos 
aires, Bogota and Mexico city in 
the year 3009. in order to create 
the most realistic future cities, 
we studied religion, society, 
technology, transportation and 
each society as a whole to figure 
how it would look in 1000 years.”

 

For Peppermelon 
director: tomas Garcia
ep: Fernando Sarmiento 
Yahoo! and Wonka producer: 
ignacio Godoy
asst producer: Guido antonucci
pM: Martin dasnoy
ads: Juan Molinet, tomas Garcia
assistant designer: ivan Flugelman
Matte painters: Federico Ben, 
Guillermo Kelly, Martin dasnoy, 
Juan Molinet, ignacio Godoy
Matte painting La: Mikael Widegren 
Modeling/lighting: Julio Velazquez, 
Guillermo Kelly, Leandro Muchenik
rigging settings: Martin dasnoy
animators: Martin dasnoy, ignacio 
Godoy, Mateo amaral, Julio 
Velazquez
compositors: Fernando Sarmiento, 
ignacio Godoy, Federico Ben
editor: Fernando Sarmiento 

Music/sound design: david Kamp

Client:
Fuel tV

Director:
ADAM HAYNeS

Production:
roYAle

Animation:
roYAle 
www.weareroyale.com 

Oregon-based artist/illustrator 
adam haynes and Los angeles 
studio royale team up for the 
latest in Fuel tV’s long-running 
commitment to mixing art with  
the airwaves.

“i’ve been painting these stick 
waves for a while now,” says 
haynes. “i’ve wanted to animate 
one, and this was a perfect 
opportunity to make it happen.”

For Fuel tV
SVp/GM: cJ Olivares
cd: todd dever
director on-air promotions: 
Michael cooley

concept/artwork: adam haynes
Music/sound design: Michael 
Kohler

tHe ADAM HAYNeS Fuel tV 
SigNAture SerieS
broadcast design :45
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For royale
cds: Jayson Whitmore, Brien 
holman
ep: Jen Lucero
producer: anne hong
animators: tJ Sochor, Mike 
humphrey
designer: Kyle Smith

toolkit
after effects, photoshop, illustrator



For the Chain gang 
directors: erick Sasso,  
Brian Wendelken
animation: ryan Johnson,  
drew taylor
producers: erick Sasso,  
Brian Wendelken, Larry Bernardo
editor/VFX coordinator:  
erick Sasso
associate producer:  
Mario Mascetti
asst director: Ben chacko
Lighting tech: John rosario
cG super: Jason Ortiz
pa: Woo Kim

For lost Cause Studios
animation consultants: Bleu Bailey, 
ramon Sosa

toolkit
photoshop, after effects, Swift 3d, 
3ds Max, LightWave 3d, Final cut
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rAeKWoN “HouSe oF FlYiNg 
DAggerS”
Music video 4:54
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record label: 
iNterSCoPe reCorDS

Directors: 
MAtHeW CulleN 
MArK KuDSi

Production: 
MotioN tHeorY

Animation/VFX: 
MotioN tHeorY 
www.motiontheory.com 

this Grammy-winning video for the 
first single from the Black eyed 
peas album “the e.n.d.” anchors 
an integrated global campaign 
(including viral marketing, print 
ads, album art, concert design 
elements) created by Motion 
theory in Venice, ca.

“the band and their performance 
were recreated digitally through 
digital scans of their faces, and 
with Fergie, her whole body. the 
biggest technical challenge was 
bridging the gap between the 
custom programs developed 
in-house with Motion theory’s 
existing Maya and rendering 
pipeline to combine all the digital 
assets including the mo-cap data.” 
Schedule: three months.

tHe blACK eYeD PeAS  
“booM booM PoW” 
Music video 3:30

For interscope records 
Video commissioner:  
Kathy angstadt

For Motion theory 
director: Mathew cullen,  
Mark Kudsi 
ep: Javier Jimenez 
Line producer: anna Joseph 
dp: Jeff cronenweth 
producer: patrick nugent 
VFX super: Bryan Godwin 
tech lead/ad: Keith pasko 
design lead: Brian Gossett 
cG lead: danny Zobrist 
Lighting lead: charles paek 
compositing super: Stuart cripps 
concept artist: carm Goode 
pre-vis: rocky curby 
research: amy paskow,  
Jesse Sorin 
designers: Max Groff, paul 
Kim, Jesse Sorin, angela Zhu 
programmers: ryan 
alexander, Josh nimoy,  
Keith pasko 
3d generalists: Ben Grangereau, 
troy Barsness 
Motion capture tech:  
Jesse carlson 
Motion capture animators:  
John tumlin, robert Bardy 
Lighter: Kevin Jackson 
riggers: Jesse carlson,  
Mauro contaldi 
Modeler: troy Barsness 
compositors: andrew ashton, 
casey Mcintyre, robin resella, 

deke Kincaid, danny Koenig,  
evan parsons, My tran 
Flame: Matt Motal (1.1 VFX),  
danny Yoon (1.1 VFX), chris 
Moore, rob Winfield 
Matte painter: ram Bhat        
rotoscope: amy paskow,  
Megan Gaffney, Kanae Morton, 
eva Snyder, Sam Winkler 
post pM: Sheri patterson 
post pa: paul pianezza 
Sched coord: tina Van delden

For String 
editor: doron dor

For image Metrics 
ep: patrick davenport 
producer: pampata Jutte 
director production: pete Busch

For House of Moves 
Vp of production: Brian rausch 
ep: Scott Gagain 
post pM amy calcote

toolkit 
Maya, mental ray, nuke, after 
effects, processing, photoshop, 
ZBrush, Facial capture, Motion 
capture, Motion Builder, c++, 
Open GL, Flame

Client:
iCe WAter iNC.

Directors:
eriCK SASSo 
briAN WeNDelKeN

Production:
CHAiN gANg ProDuCtioNS

Animation:
CHAiN gANg ProDuCtioNS 
1000StYleS 
www.chaingangproductions.tv  
www.thousandstyles.com

erick Sasso, director for the chain 
Gang: “the idea was to portray 
the Wu-tang clan’s philosophies 
regarding the similarities between 
growing up in the ‘hood of Staten 
island and living in ancient oriental 
cultures as depicted in their 
favorite Kung Fu films. 

“With the help of a bunch of 
anime cartoons, such as Ninja 
Scroll, Afro-Samurai, (and a few 
other goofier ones), as well as 
a stack of old-school kung fu 
films all curated by Wu-tang lead 
member raekwon, we got a feel 
for what we wanted to accomplish 
and began writing the treatment 
and storyboarding the project.” 
Schedule: three weeks.



NiKe “WAYANg”
tVC (spec) :60

greeNPeACe “CoAl StorY”
Viral :60

Directors:
SiMoN CASSelS 
JuStiN blAMPieD

Animation:
SiMoN CASSelS 
JuStiN blAMPieD 
www.simoncassels.com  
www.rainorshine.tv

asylum cd Simon cassels and 
UK ad Justin Blampied finally 
release the nike spec spot they 
started mid-decade, a kinetic and 
engaging tale based on indonesian 
shadow puppet theatre. 

cassels: “it’s all done in after 
effects with a little Maya help. 
it’s a simple story of love and 
perseverance over adversity…
which was rather indicative of the 
project itself. 

“the Greek goddess nike, the 
personification of victory, seems to 
embody the spirit that is pushing 
our protagonist through this story. 
having this ancient lore play 
against the heritage of the wayang 
technique brought an interesting 
mix of ideas to the table.”

toolkit
illustrator, photoshop, after 
effects, Final cut, Maya

Agency:
ogilVY beiJiNg

Directors:
Doug SCHiFF 
Fei WANg

Animation:
VigortiMe

doug Schiff, cd, writer and co-
director at Ogilvy Beijing on the 
making of “coal Story”, part of the 
Greenpeace campaign to educate 
emerging markets about and 
persuade governments against the 
use of coal: 

“the budget was only US $7,500, 
so we had to look high and low for 
production help that could give us 
a simple, emotional 2d style, but 
also do it for hardly any money. 
We quickly realized we would have 
to find an animation school. the 
challenge then became working 
with very inexperienced kids and 
keeping them encouraged through 
the tiring process of this kind of 
animation.

“the pencil drawing style had to 
be consistent through over 700 
sketches. We initially tried to use 
a larger group of illustrators but 
found the styles differed too much. 

stash 66.16 stash 66.17

Finally we used a core group of 
three or four students. We worked 
around their school schedule and 
had many, many revisions. all in all 
it became a rather drawn-out five-
month project.

For greenpeace
client: Sze pang cheung

For ogilvy beijing
cds: doug Schiff, Yanyan Yang
Writer: doug Schiff
ads: Fei Wang, Yimeng Bai, 
Yanyan Yang
producers: Fei Wang, Yimeng Bai, 
doug Schiff, Lulu Yang
directors: doug Schiff, Fei Wang

 

For Vigortime
animation lead: hong Yu, Li Jie, 
Zhang aihua
2d: Fang Xiaodong, Yang Qian, 
hou Kun, Gao Lue, Wu Xiandeng, 
Zheng Wenguang, deng nanbing, 
Sun Yuzhen

toolkit
photoshop, animo, premiere



lights and it did the trick. it actually 
ended up adding a nice bit of 
visual interest.” Schedule: one 
month. 

For langara College 
cds: ian Grais, chris Staples 
ad: rory O’Sullivan 
Writer: Simon Bruyn 
client super: chelsea Stoelting

For rethink   
directors: rory O’Sullivan,  
taran chadha 
Line producer: ann rubenstein 
editor: chris nielsen 
account director: chelsea 
Stoelting

audio: chris Serravalle

toolkit 
Final cut, lots of pens, paper, 
scissors, glue, double-sided tape 
and exacto knives

impressions in the cG renderings 
to make them feel more real, 
and used subsurface scattering 
techniques to take the look closer 
to the border between reality and 
imagination.”

Watch behind the Secenes on 
the DVD.

For u.S. Census bureau
cOtr branch chief:  
Kendall Johnson
program analyst: angelia Banks
hispanic consultant:  
rafael ignacio Maldonado

 

For globalHue latino
cd: amany Mroueh
ass cd: Felipe Godinez
Sr copy: Gerard Garolera
ep: rosa Matos

For Shilo
cd: Jose Gomez
associate cd: Mike Slane
dop: Martin ahlgren
ep: Santino Sladavic
Sr producer: hilary Wright
Line producer: John Gomez
coordinator: Brittany Geber
editors: adam Bluming,  
akira chan
3d lead: Blake Guest

3d model/animation: Blake Guest, 
trentity de Witt, Zach christian, 
Mason Stapleton, colin cromwell
3d lighting/rendering:  
erik anderson, Walter Schulz
compositing: Mike Slane, ed Laag
rotoscoping/3d tracking:  
tim turner, nathan davies

composer: Face the Music

talent: Brianna Gonzalez

toolkit
adobe creative Suite, Maya,  
after effects

u.S. CeNSuS bureAu 
“CoMMuNitY”
tVC :30

stash 66.19

Agency:
globAlHue lAtiNo

Director:
SHilo

Animation/VFX:
SHilo 
www.shilo.tv

Shilo helps the U.S. census 
Bureau engage the 47 million 
stong Latino community with a 
combination of clay and cG magic 
married with live action.

Shilo cd/co-founder Jose Gomez: 
“We loved the metaphor of the 
census as clay in people’s hands: 
when you’re filling out a census 
form you’re imagining what your 
community can be. everyone 
embraced that idea, and in the 
finished spot, the community the 
little girl creates is connected to 
her imagination through our visual 
storytelling.

“Our goal was to ensure that 
every character or clay creation 
reinforced Brianna’s charming, 
easy-going personality, so we did 
things like making the characters 
very simple in design. then, based 
on our motion studies of clay, 
we used actual fingerprints and 

Client: 
lANgArA College

Directors: 
rorY o’SulliVAN 
tArAN CHADHA

Production: 
retHiNK

Animation: 
retHiNK 
www.rethinkcommunications.com 

Vancouver creative agency rethink  
pairs solid creative advice with 
clever, hands-on design to attract 
talented students to the Langara 
college rethink Scholarship. 

according to rethink’s chelsea 
Stoelting, “the sketchbook was 
bursting with all the different 
elements, so when it came time 
to perform the book (it’s not stop-
motion), each take would create a 
lot of wear and tear on the pages, 
so i had to get it right quickly.

“When we got to the white on 
white ‘Leave an impression’ 
spread it totally disappeared on 
film. For a moment i thought the 
hours of manual embossing were 
all for naught. But then i reached 
over and switched off one of the 
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tHe retHiNK SCHolArSHiP 
Viral 1:10



PuMA tHe gAMeS We PlAY 
“Moto”
tVC :60 

stash 66.21

Director:
JAreD eberHArDt

Animation/VFX:
JAreD eberHArDt  
www.jaredeberhardt.com

Jared eberhardt, director, Long 
Beach, ca: “i wish i had a great 
story about concepting on this 
one, it just sort of grew organically. 
puma’s cd initially approached 
me about piggy-backing on an 
upcoming catalog photo shoot to 
make a simple stylebook video. 
he also asked if i had any set 
design ideas to show puma’s 
playful attitude toward sports. i 
did a sketch of the set with all the 
doors and stairs, we had a quick 
talk about the possibilities of what 
could be going on inside all these 
rad little spaces and then the 
project started to grow. 

“everyone ran pretty much around 
the clock designing, outputting, 
coming to set to art direct the 
photo shoot, then back to painting, 
cutting and gluing things for the 
next day.

“then as soon as we were ‘on’ 
we’d bring in the actors and build 
each shot in stages from the 

beginning until everyone learned 
what to do and we could get it 
all in one take. i had to stay next 
to the jib operator and keep him 
following the action while the ad 
would cue the actors. 

“if you listen to the actual audio it 
sounds really crazy with all of us 
yelling instructions. it only took a 
couple hours usually to get the 
choreography down. i cast actors 
who were friends or friends of 
friends and are directors, comics, 
artists or musicians, so we had a 
lot in common and a really great 
vibe on set.”

For Puma
cd: alex Lowe
director: Jared eberhardt
asst director: George nessis
Second asst director:  
Sendeu Flippin
producers: Jared eberhardt,  
imari Mcdermott
ads: national Forest, Justin 
Kreitemeyer, Steven harrington
art department: Sara newey, 
Laurel hitchin, Justin trask, 
christy Maccaffrey, david Lafond, 
Matt carey, Jonathan Miertchin, 
Matt carey, david Lafond, Sadaf 
azimi, Vanessa Lam, andy holder
Gaffer: chris dale
Jib operator: Lou duskim,  
Mike pusatere  
ac: Jaxon Woods

Key grip: chris hyde    
Lighting board: diego Garcia
Still photographer: Jon Johnson
Wardrobe: Gena tuso
Makeup: John McKay,  
nathan dwell
hair: John ruggiero,  
Sandra Jahannia
choreography: Ginger Gonzaga

For Company inc Sets
construction: Bill horbury, reno 
Spear, patrick Spall, Miguel 
Burris, paul carr, dayne Oshiro, 
Beth Goodnight, Jonny hirsch, 
christopher pippen, andy holder
Music: the Shag “Stop and Listen”

toolkit
Final cut, after effects
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Client:
Frito lAY

Agency:
gooDbY, SilVerSteiN & 
PArtNerS

Director:
NiCHolAS Weigel

Animation:
lAiKA/HouSe 
www.laika.com/house 

nicholas Weigel, director at 
LaiKa/house in portland, 
Or: “We had only one main 
character to animate, but she 
dons a six-layered ruffled dress 
and moves around blowing 
up vegetables. Knowing there 
were going to be some fast and 
deliberate actions that are difficult 
with dynamic cloth simulation, we 
developed a method to blend the 
dynamic sim and the animator’s 
rig. there were some instances 
where we used 100 percent sim 
and others where the action was 
so fast that it required the animator 
to add action by hand. On the FX 
side, we developed ways to create 
condensation, fluid explosions, 
waterfalls and vegetables that 
explode into diced pieces.” 
production schedule: 10 weeks

toStitoS DiPS “tHe AMAziNg 
FlAMeNCo CHeF”
tVC :30

For Frito lay
cMO: ann Mukherjee
Brand manager: tyler reeves

For goodby, Silverstein & 
Partners
doBp: cindy Fluitt
cds: rick condos, hunter 
hindman
ad: Katie Mccarthy
copy: Jessica Shank
producers: todd porter,  
Jon drawbaugh, tony Joo

For lAiKA/house
director: nicholas Weigel
ep: Jan Johnson
president: Lourri hammack
cd: Kirk Kelley
producer: rebecca Bowen
cG pMs: annie pomeranz,  
Joelle Spencer-Gilchrist
prod coord: nicole Fitzhugh
ad: rick Sluiter, nicholas Weigel
Background/environment design: 
don Flores, Jenny Kincade,  

Joe Beckly, nicholas Weigel,  
ric Sluiter
character design: Ben chan, 
don Flores, Josh harvey, aaron 
Sorenson, nicholas Weigel 
Storyboard: Ben adams, chris 
purdin, aaron Sorenson, Valentino 
So, nicholas Weigel 
Matte painters: Joe Beckley,  
don Flores
Lead tds: rick Sevy,  
patrick Van pelt
texture/light/comp lead:  
dan casey, Saira Mathew
tds: Joe Beckley, dan casey, Ben 
Fischler,  thane hawkins, Micah 
henrie, alex inman, Saira Mathew, 
andrew nawrot, eric Wachtman,  
nick nakadate, peter Stuart
Layout: rick Sevy, patrick Van 
pelt, Kameron Gates, nicholas 
Weigel, david trappe
Modelers: chris Boylan,  
ty Johnson, allan Steele, Josh 
tonneson, chris tran

texture: nick nakadate,  
peter Stuart
animators: Kameron Gates, Joe 
Gorski, Michelle Gorski, Greg Kyle
riggers: terence Jacobson,  
Mike Laubach
FX: Fernando Benitez, craig 
hoffman, eric Kuehne, Karl richter
render wrangler: Jason potter
cG dept manager:  
Stephen Martinez
director, digital design: dan casey
pas: dave Gulick, Vanessa Walker
dOp: John nolan
Wrangler: rob Melchior
Gaffer: ted Jackson
Stage manager: erica Johnson
editors: Michael corrigan,  
todd Gilchrist
Flame: rex carter
tape Op: travis ezell
Scheduler: Melissa tvetan

toolkit
Maya, houdini, renderMan, 
mental ray, nuke, Flame, Qube



“VAlSe StAtiQue & lA 
tHéorie Du CoMbo”
Short film 2:35

stash 66.23

School:
eSAg PeNNiNgHeN, PAriS

Director:
MAXiMe bruNeel

Animation:
MAXiMe bruNeel 
www.maximebruneel.com 

For his final school project at eSaG 
penninghen in paris, Maxime 
Bruneel tackled the brief to 
explore the transformation of ideas 
head-on by illustrating “a train of 
thoughts” without storyboards or 
sketches. 

 “it is a 12 fps animation and each 
frame could have been the start of 
10 different ideas. i spent several 
days sometimes, trying to find the 
following frame.”

Bruneel says the main technical 
challenge of the project, which 
includes a 50-page illustrated 
book, was creating all the 
animation in photoshop with a 
graphic tablet. the sound was 
created in parallel with the visuals 
by Frédéric chapron.

Schedule: “three months. One to 
figure out the creative process, 
two months of animation and 
illustrations for the book.”

Music: Frédéric chapron

toolkit
photoshop, after effects

oK go “WtF?”
Music video 3:30

stash 66.22

record label:
eMi/CAPitol reCorDS

Directors:
tiM NACKASHi  
oK go

VFX:
tiM NACKASHi 
www.timnackashi.com 

combining choreographed 
chaos, greenscreen and the after 
effects plugin “echo,” director 
tim nackashi pulls off an edit-free 
spectacle of chroma-overload in 
this one-shot video for OK Go.

“Once i settled on a technical 
process to create the effect, the 
creative challenges revolved 
around setting up a sequence that 
manipulated the entire canvas in 
new and interesting ways over the 
course of the song. 

“after the hundreds of run-
throughs we did to create the 
‘choreography’, we shot about 120 
attempts. almost a third of them 
were thwarted by bubble-soap 
that was just not bubbly.

“there was a lot of pressure 
mounting on the second day 
to avoid any small missteps 

that would ruin an entire take – 
especially as time was running out. 
the band worked with incredible 
diligence to execute the elaborate 
moves, and there were also many 
friends on hand who helped keep 
the band in time, on point, wearing 
the right clothes, and holding the 
right props.”

director: tim nackashi
producer: clark reinking

toolkit
Final cut pro, after effects

Watch behind the Secenes on 
the DVD.



“PiNKMAN”, “Pill”, “PHiliPS”
Spec spots x 3,  :29, :21, :28
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Director:
Alberto Mielgo

Animation:
Alberto Mielgo 
www.albertomielgo.com

Working weekends, nights, and 
during his holidays, Spanish artist/
animator alberto Mielgo combined 
his love of “pencils and painting” 
with cG animation to create an 
exciting new look without the aid of 
filters or rotoscoping.

“i did work as a 2d animator for 
a while. When the 3d came i 
had to make a decision: fine art 
or cGi animation. So the main 
creative challenge was to merge 
my artworks and paintings with my 
animation.

“the most important challenge 
was to keep it as traditional as 
possible. everything is hand 
drawing and hand painting. i 
wanted to be as close to fine art as 
possible, so ink and painting flow 
over the animations.”

“Pinkman”
director, writer, animation, 
compositing, music/sound:  
alberto Mielgo

“Pill”
director, writer, animation, 
compositing: alberto Mielgo
Sound: Luis iruela

“Philips”
director, writer, animation, 
compositing: alberto Mielgo
Sound: Luis iruela

toolkit
after effects, photoshop



Agency:
tbWA, PAriS

Director:
YoANN leMoiNe

Production:
WANDA

Animation/VFX:
MiKroS iMAge 
WANDA 
www.mikrosimage.eu  
www.wanda.fr

in 1987 the French association 
aideS fought successfully to 
make tV advertising for condoms 
legal for the first time. More 
recently, the group continues 
to ruffle conventions and push 
buttons by evangelizing safe sex 
in provocative and often hilarious 
viral clips.

the newest effort, with restroom 
graffiti-inspired animation and 
post work from Wanda and Mikros 
image, has generated well over 
three million views online so far.

For tbWA, Paris 
agency: anne Vincent, Véronique 
Fourniotakis, anne-Laure Brunner
cds: eric holden, rémi noel
ad: ingrid Varetz

stash 66.26

AiDeS  “grAFFiti”
Viral 1:37

producers: Maxime Boiron, 
Virginie chalard
digital team: till aurousseau, 
Guillaume Lartigue, Maison de 
production

For Wanda
director: Yoann Lemoine
post production: Olivier Glandais
designer: Barthélémy Maunoury

Lead compositing 2d: Vincent 
Venchiarutti 
Lead animation 2d: Yves Bigerel 
compositing 2d: Jean Yves 
parent, rémy Soyez
animation 3d: Morgan Sagel, 
Mickael nauzin

 
 

For Mikros image
post production: pascal Giroux
Sound production: aoc-attention 
O chiens
composers: Fabrice Smadja, 
pascal Bonifay

toolkit
after effects, Flash
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MotorolA C13
tVC (spec) :37

Client:
eYebAll NYC

Director:
oliVer NAVArro SCHroeDer

Production:
NAVAroe bureAu

Animation/VFX:
oliVer NAVArro SCHroeDer 
www.navaroe.net

director Oliver navarro Schroeder: 
“Originally this spot was part of an 
advertising campaign around the 
Motorola razr2 done at eyeball 
in new York, but it developed into 
something apart from the main 
campaign and was regarded as an 
independent project.

“‘Motorola c13’ is an attempt 
to animate, visualize and revive 
the mysterious aura that comes 
with crop cycle design while 
displaying and selling a product 
of earthly technology. the main 
creative challenge was the design 
of the symbols. they had to be 
sophisticated, display an intelligent 
superiority and be highly abstract 
and readable at the same time.” 
Schedule: one month.

Music: Yoshi Sodeoka



“olD FANgS”
Short film 11:26
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Director:
ADrieN MerigeAu

Production:
iriSH FilM boArD

Animation:
tHe CArtooN SAlooN 
www.cartoonsaloon.ie

the power of adrien Merigeau’s 
short film Old Fangs (featured at 
Sundance 2010) derives from its 
disarming, low key tone slowly 
building to gut-wrenching tension 
and resolving with a resignation to 
pain and despair. 

“the main creative challenge was 
to do an 11-minute short with a 
six-minute budget. and we also 
wanted to have a spontaneous, 
Super 8 looking film, which is hard 
with animation because everything 
has to be maniacally prepared.

“the technical challenge was to do 
everything on paper: animation, 
BGs etc. within the time limit we 
had (approximately a year). We 
didn’t have models for animation, 
we let the animators draw the 
characters their way, to be faster. 
We also used lots of straight ahead 
animation, and rough clean-up.”

For the Cartoon Saloon
producer: ross Murray
team: adrien Merigeau, alan 
holly, rory Byrne, Jonas hoffman, 
ross Stewart, alan Slattery, 
Martine altenburger, Le Quan 
ninh, Laurent Sassi, tomm Moore, 
robbie Byrne, Sean Mccarron, 
Sarah Long, Jennifer evans, rhob 
cunningham, paul Young, ross 
costigan, david thompson, John 
Morton, Fabian erlinghäuser, 
Shem Shortall, anne Murray, Marie 
thorhauge, Kairen Waloch, richie 
cody, Bridget cody, Joe Gambl, 
neschet al-Zubaidi, Miriam Fritz

toolkit
photoshop, after effects, Final cut

“StorYVille”
Short film 6:00
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Director:
Mr. teA

Production:
SuPiNFoCoM VAleNCieNNeS

Animation:
Mr. teA 
www.mrhyde.fr

Storyville is the graduation film of 
three former Supinfocom students 
now living in the UK and operating 
as the directing collective Mr. tea. 
after gaining real-world experience 
at top London animation studios 
(nexus, passion pictures, Studio 
aka, the Mill), Florian, patrick 
and Marion chose to join paris 
animation powerhouse Mr hyde. 

“the principal artistic challenge 
of Storyville was to keep a good 
balance between the influence of 
the film noir lighting (more realistic) 
and the influence of the early 
cartoons from Ub iwerks and the 
Fleisher brothers (more graphic). 
a lot of work also went into 
researching the music.

“Our technical challenges came 
from our will to stick to our first 
ambitions, which needed a lot 
of characters and backgrounds. 
We used camera mapping which 
allowed us to texture just in the 
lighted areas of the backgrounds.” 
Schedule: nine months.

For Mr. tea
animation/modeling: Marion
Lighting/rendering/compositing: 
patrick
concept design/animation/matte 
painting: Florian

toolkit
3ds Max, Brazil



stash BONUS FILMS: STUDENT FILM MINI-FEST 5

School:
loNDoN College oF 
CoMMuNiCAtioN

Director/animation:
JorDi PAgèS 
www.fotli.net 

“production schedule was one 
week of brainstorming and 
different material tests with 
cinema 4d and then two weeks 
for producing renders and linking 
them with the sound in after 
effects.”

toolkit
cinema 4d, after effects

“MASS”
Short film 1:38

School:
KölN iNterNAtioNAl 
SCHool oF DeSigN

Directors/animation:
ClAuS DANiel HerrMANN 
roMAN JuNgblut 
www.clausdanielherrmann.de 
www.romanjungblut.de

“this work is intended as an 
introduction to, and to ideally 
provoke a closer examination of, 
the topic ‘internet, identity and 
dissolution of boundaries’ without 
being perceived as patronizing.”

toolkit
cinema 4d, Silo, after effects

“iDNterNet”
Audiovisual installation 2:17

School:
ANiMAtioNMeNtor

Director/animation:
DANiel Klug 
www.danieltheanimator.com 

“the overall shading was a 
challenge. Generating light 
maps for the skin for the 1080p 
render took more raM than my 
computer had, so i spent a long 
time tweaking settings to reduce 
memory consumption while 
maintaining quality.”

director: daniel Klug
environment artist: Vicki Shively
additional props: Brett Stuart
Music performance: alexa Sage
Music editing: Marc Jackson at 
Moonlab Music
Sound effects: david Guerrero
character rigs: animationMentor.com

toolkit
Maya, after effects

“leS DANgereuX”
Short film 1:28

School:
FACultY oF grAPHiCS 
DeSigN oF tHe uNiVerSitY 
oF APPlieD SCieNCeS 
AugSburg

Director/animation:
DAViD SCHArF 
dscharf@gmx.net 

Schedule: five months

Writer/producer/animator/director: 
david Scharf 
character design: andré Ljosaj
Sound design: Javier Otero,  
cesar Meler, 48 Billion atoms
talent: neath champion-Weeks, 
Stephen taylor

toolkit
cinema 4d, photoshop, after 
effects

“tHe ForeSt”
Short film 6:07

School:
brAuNSCHWeig uNiVerSitY 
oF Art

Director/animation:
eMiliA ForStreuter 
www.emiliaforstreuter.de

“i was mixing 2d and 3d, 
computer and handmade, always 
in pursuit of creating an immersive 
feel to the animation. the colors 
were inspired by some russian 
sweet wrappers which i collected 
a long time ago. to get textures 
which were a bit rougher, i used 
crayon on paper and scanned 
them in.”

Sound design: Sam Spreckley

toolkit
illustrator, after effects,  
cinema 4d, trapcode, MoGraph

“YoNDer”
Short film 3:29

School:
SuPiNFoCoM VAleNCieNNeS

Directors/animators:
PHiliPPe DeSFretier 
NiColAS DuFreSNe 
MArtiN lAugero 
SYlVAiN KAuFFMANN

“the biggest challenge was 
writing the script; for a long time 
we were unsure of the strength 
of the story. it was very difficult 
to keep it simple enough to stay 
as poetic and magical as it would 

be in a child’s mind, while being 
impressive enough to capture the 
viewer’s attention.”

Music: thomas Miquel
Music record: hervé Montagne, 
thomas Miquel
Music mix: Marc Bour,  
thomas Miquel

toolkit
3ds Max, mental ray, after 
effects, photoshop, allegorithmic 
MapZone, Xpress pro, pro tools

“bAVe CirCuS”
Short film 4:03

School:
roYAl MelbourNe iNStitute 
oF teCHNologY

Director/animation:
KiM YouNg HA 
www.flewterminal.webs.com

Schedule: four months

Music: Muhammad insan Kamil

toolkit
photoshop, Flash, after effects, 
GarageBand

“greeDY boY”
Short film 4:27



Stay inspired.
Preview the Best of 2009 at www.stashmedia.tv


